**INTRODUCTION**

An important factor in growing and selling high quality greens is being able to efficiently wash, cool, and dry the product. The drying step is commonly done using centrifugal force in a spinner. The water is spun off of the greens through a filter basket or other porous container. Some growers use mesh bags to contain the greens and improve the efficiency of loading and unloading the spinner.

Some of the key features to consider when thinking about a spinner include cost, capacity, power, space and sanitary design.

**Cost**

There is a broad range of spinners available and they vary considerably in cost. Your budget may dictate which option you choose. But, consider the other features below as well. For example, a less expensive, converted washing machine spinner may actually cost more in cleaning labor when compared to a machine designed to be cleaned.

**Capacity**

How big is each batch or how much do you need to dry in a day? Keep in mind that a 5 gallon spinner cannot adequately dry 5 gallons of greens since there needs to be room for the greens to spread out and not create an overly thick mat that water can’t get through. A rough rule of thumb is 1.1 gal of spinner volume for 1.0 lb of greens.

**Power**

Do you require an electric driven spinner? Can you do this step manually? Is there a significant labor efficiency or consistent quality gain in having an automatically timed spin cycle?

**Space**

Can you allocate the floor space for a fixed piece of equipment? Can you put it on wheels? Would several hand spinners, which could be stored on a shelf, suffice when needed? Does the spinner have a drain and how will you dispose of the grey water safely?

**Sanitary Design**

How cleanable is the design? Are there nooks and crannies that may result in harborage of water, soil, and pathogens? Can you wash all interior surfaces well with an appropriate detergent? Can you apply an anti-microbial solution (aka sanitizer)? Will the unit be able to dry completely between uses?

In the following section a variety of manual and electric greens spinners are summarized.

**Manual Spinners**

* $5 - $275, 1 - 5 lbs batch capacity

Manual greens spinners generally take the form of a solid outside drum, an inner mesh drum, and a lid with a spinning handle. These are typically offered in 2.5 and 5.0 gallon sizes.

* Chef Master is one brand of lower capacity, 5 (left) and 2.5 (right) gallon manual spinners common on small farms.
with or without a manual brake. The 2.5 gallon spinners can accommodate the equivalent of 4 heads of lettuce (about 3.5 lbs), while the 5.0 gallon spinners accommodate the equivalent of 8 heads (4.5 lbs). The spinning handle is connected to gears that convert the handle speed to a higher basket speed. Some designs are “sealed”, meaning the drive gears are covered on the inside to make cleanup easier. Additional inner baskets can be purchased to allow for a more efficient wash/pack process. One basket can be filled while one is in the spinner and another is being packed after spinning. Some manual spinners include a drain line to direct water out of the outer drum which can save time between batches.

- <1.0 gal Home Kitchen Salad Spinners - Wide Variety of Options, $5-50 - Web Link
- Choice 2.5 gal Manual Spinner - $58 - Web Link
- Choice 5.0 gal Manual Spinner - $63 - Web Link
- Garde 5.0 gal Manual Spinner with Brake and Drain - $93 - Web Link
- Chef Master 5.0 gal Manual Spinner with Brake - $98 - Web Link
- Johnny’s / Dynamic 2.5 gal Manual Spinner - $199 - Web Link
- Johnny’s / Dynamic 5.0 gal Sealed Manual Spinner - $274 - Web Link
- Johnny’s / Dynamic 5.0 gal Manual Spinner - $249 - Web Link

**Washing Machine Conversions**

Some farms find themselves stuck in the middle, where inexpensive, small scale spinners cause a bottleneck, but it is hard to justify a more expensive industrial, stainless, restaurant style machine.

When you think of the physics of the job, it’s fairly simple. A washing machine has the mechanics to do it. The drum is large enough to use a 20 gallon container and has a strong electric motor to spin it at the proper speed. Washing machines are also readily available, and easy to retrofit into a simple, medium volume greens spinning machine. There are many videos on YouTube documenting this type of conversion including some from Curtis Stone and Michael Kilpatrick that cover the process. Washing machines work well for spinning greens dry, but can present concerns related to food safety.

The [FSMA Produce Safety Rule](https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-information-guidance) states that “You must inspect, maintain, and clean and, when necessary and appropriate, sanitize all food contact surfaces of equipment and tools used in covered activities as frequently as reasonably necessary to protect against contamination of covered produce.” [§112.123(d)(1)]

This seems simple, but the rule also highlights the challenges with washing machines when it states “You must use equipment and tools that are of adequate design, construction, and workmanship to enable them to be adequately cleaned and properly maintained...” [§112.123(a)] and “Seams on food contact surfaces of equipment and tools that you use must be either smoothly bonded, or maintained to minimize accumulation of dirt, filth, food particles, and organic material and thus minimize the opportunity for harborage or growth of microorganisms.” [§112.123(c)]

The rule does not prohibit washing machines as greens spinners. This is where the Produce Safety Rule has built-in flexibility, supporting adoption of safe principles but not forcing specific practices, as long as the risks can be minimized.

A few key points to consider regarding washing machine spinners are summarized below.

**Drum and Drain**

If you use a modified washing machine for drying greens, clean the drum and keep it clean. A new washing machine is more expensive, but at least you know its history. Direct the drain somewhere intentionally away from the immediate...
washing area and preferably into a fixed building drain. This drain should be **plumbed outside** of the wash/pack area, away from food production areas and bodies of water.

**Cleanability, Portability and Access**

Consider removing as much of the outside paneling as possible to prevent harborage points for water and pathogens, to provide access for cleaning, and to provide for airflow to dry surfaces completely after cleaning. Bear in mind that the paneling is there to prevent access and by removing it, you may also be exposing rotating parts. Be sure you and your employees are aware of the safety risk posed by modifications and take care when operating the machine. Use a timer to limit the cycle and shut the machine down automatically when done. This prevents someone having to approach the machine while it is spinning. Also be sure to check for sharp edges and possibly break or deburr any sheet metal edges with a file if there is a chance of injury. Some growers find it helpful to put the machine on a dolly with locking wheels to allow for portability. This allows moving the machine between a storage area, a use area and possibly a separate cleaning area. Also take care to make sure electrical connections are protected from water intrusion.

Basket Inserts

Consider using a basket insert instead of placing your greens directly into the washer loose or in a bag. This is an efficiency improvement by handling the greens in a container and it provides another barrier of protection from potential contamination. The removable basket becomes the primary food contact surface, not the washer. The basket is easier to maintain, clean, sanitize, and dry. Two inserts have been found by growers to work especially well due to the way they fit in the opening of the machine.

- **1-¼ Bushel Mesh Basket** - Item #OB125 from Rainflo and others. $15. These are the orange baskets usually with white handles, sometimes referred to as “fish baskets” or “crab baskets” and available from several sources. These are already a mesh and do not require drilling any holes.
- **20 gallon Rubbermaid Ingredient Container**. Item #69020CLWHKIT. Available from Westaurant.com, ULINE, and others. $28-32. Downside is you will need to drill holes for drainage and clean up any rough edges. Rob Rock at UpstreamAg has created a conversion kit that includes a motor controller, (timer and switch) that is “plug and play.” He is also working on a simplified spinner frame assembly as a complete unit to be available for purchase.

**Electric Spinners**

**$600 - 3100, 8 - 26 lbs batch capacity**

Electric spinners offer the convenience of being driven by a motor instead of by a person. This frees up labor to focus on other supportive tasks such as washing or packing. The use of a motor also enables control of speed (RPM) and duration of spin cycle. Most electrically driven spinners offer the ability to set a timer or choose a specific spin cycle. These spinners are designed to be cleaned and are made of smooth and cleanable materials such as plastic or stainless steel. Most of these spinners are on wheels with locking casters which allows portability. Some have been designed to with the wheels spread out along a larger radius or with a lower overall height to improve stability.

- **Johnny’s Dynamic Electric Salad Spinner** - $675—[Web Link]
- **Delfield SALD-1 Salad Dryer 20 Gallons** - $1,817—[Web Link]
- **Sammic ES-100 Electric Spinner** - 13 lb - $2,152 - [Web Link]
Green’s Machine - 20 gal - $2,219 - Web Link
Hobart SDPE-11 20 Gallon Polyethylene Salad Dryer - $2,264 - Web Link
Hobart SDPS-11 20 Gallon Stainless Steel Salad Dryer - $2,941 - Web Link
Sammic ES-200 Electric Spinner - 26 lb - $3,077 - Web Link

**KEEPING IT CLEAN**

Create a standard operating procedure (SOP) for cleaning the spinner after use. This might include:

1. Unplug machine.
2. Disconnect drain unless the drain is needed as part of the cleaning process.
3. When spraying any equipment or parts with water, avoid high pressure sprayers or other high velocity water inside the wash / pack area to minimize the potential for cross contamination from “aerosolization” (projecting tiny water droplets into the air).
4. Remember that the FSMA Produce Safety Rule requires that water used for postharvest applications (such as cleaning a greens spinner) contain no detectable generic e. Coli in a 100 mL sample. [§112.44]
5. Remove basket insert, remove any visible dirt, debris and remaining greens, and wash thoroughly with an appropriate detergent. Consider applying an anti-microbial solution to the insert in accordance with its label. Allow to thoroughly dry.
6. Remove visible dirt, debris and remaining greens from the spinner. Wash all surfaces and places where food or water may contact thoroughly to prevent build-up of biofilms. Consider applying an anti-microbial solution (a.k.a. sanitizer) in accordance with its label. Allow to thoroughly dry.
7. Document the cleaning date, time and person who did the cleaning.
8. You may also want to apply this SOP prior to washing if the machine is stored outside or in other areas where rodents, birds or other animals could contaminate it.
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